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Abstract  1 
This paper reviews the current state of housing for people with dementia by exploring housing 2 
choices available to this group, and identifying potential issues with design of care homes.  3 
Older people who wish to age in place are faced with the challenge of adapting their domestic 4 
environment to ensure independence, accessibility and social connectivity. This is even more 5 
challenging for people with dementia who continue to live at home given the risks of self-harm 6 
and getting lost. More imaginative and inclusive forms of collective housing are needed. For 7 
people with dementia a move to a new environment is often a stressful experience that causes 8 
shock, withdrawal and anger. Hence more research is needed to develop more fitting long term 9 
housing options for people with dementia. 10 
The paper presents a brief review on housing choices and housing design for people with 11 
dementia. Interviews with managers of 22 care homes were conducted to explore housing 12 
choices and design issues.  13 
Results show that the main housing choices available to people with dementia offer different 14 
levels of care. The choice of care homes relates to the atmosphere of a home as some occupants 15 
favor a homely or relaxing environment and others prefer dynamic settings. 16 
A combination of appropriate level of care, a good atmosphere and design quality within the care 17 
home are elements that lead to a more enabling environment. Design of a successful caring 18 
environment also requires appropriate care and a positive therapeutic and domestic looking 19 
environment. 20 
$EVWUDFW
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Reviewer #1:  
Section 1 is challenging to follow. I would have 
expected to see the aim of the paper very early on. 
Because there was no mention of the aim, I had no 
way to frame the purpose of the background / 
literature review. Perhaps because of that, I found 
Section 1 to be long and rather unfocused. I think 
you could shorten the section quite a bit. There seem 
to me to be 3 points in a string of logic motivating 
this work - around which you could structure Section 
1: 1) Individuals with dementia would likely like to 
live at home, but often cannot, 2) Current (non-
home) housing situations are non-ideal for people 
with dementia, so 3) We need to better understand 
how to design non-home settings for people with 
dementia. This work aims to help satisfy #3. 
A paragraph has been added at the beginning of the paper 
to state the aims. 
 
Some sections on older people have been removed. Now 
Section 1 is primarily on people with dementia. 
 
5HVWUXFWXUHG6HFWLRQDVSHU5HYLHZHU¶VFRPPHQWV
There are now three headings: 
- The challenges of living well at home with dementia. 
- Current housing options and their inadequacies for 
people with dementia. 
- Design of care settings for people with dementia 
In Section 1, there are not good transitions between 
discussions of older people as a group versus older 
people specifically with dementia. I think outlining 
your logic in some way would help you with these 
transitions. 
Restructured (as described above) to help with the 
transition and flow of the text. This seems more logical 
and sets the context of the challenges of ageing in place 
with dementia, then how current housing options are 
inadequate and how care settings may better suit this need. 
This then leads onto the interviews which explore design 
of nursing homes and how they may better fulfil the needs 
of the residents with dementia.  
In the first paragraph, I am not sure what the authors 
mean by "sheltered housing" and "the Eden 
alternative" 
We have defined sheltered housing in paragraph 1. 
Information on the Eden alternative and a reference to the 
Green House have been added.  
The final paragraph of Section 1 you state "The next 
sections present the research methods and the 
analysis used in this paper in order to answer the 
research question that is concerned with housing 
options available to people with dementia and the 
potential design issues linked to the residential 
environments within care homes" but you have never 
stated the research question. 
At the end of Section 1 we have stated the research 
question.  
 
I need more details on how you chose the interview 
questions. Most could be answered with yes/no, so I 
need to better know how you conducted the sessions.  
We have explained this in Section 2: Methods.  
I would also like more detail on how many 
researchers coded the interviews and generated 
themes, how differences were resolved, etc. 
We have given more detail about the coding of the 
interviews.  
 
Figure 1 is unnecessary We have deleted figure 1. 
I can't read the text in some of Figures 2-4 We increased the size of the text in all our figures.  
Please include limitations and future work into 
Section 4 
A paragraph has been added to the end part of the 
conclusion. Lines 531-534 
Our scope is in one geographical area. Future research 
should test the design recommendations we made relating 
to atmosphere/quality of design e.g. colour/ 
lighting/aesthetics (Some of the items identified in our 
figures). 
  
Reviewer #2:  
While the topic of housing for dementia patients is 
very timely, I do not feel this article provides much 
in the way of new information/findings. The work 
would benefit from a more detailed literature review 
of recent research on dementia and housing. I 
appreciated the research methods utilized in the 
research. The use of qualitative methods provides 
rich, descriptive data. 
We believe that the literature review is comprehensive and 
includes the most recent research on dementia and housing 
choices for older people. 
 
78 leading research papers on housing for dementia people 
have been reviewed for the purpose of this paper. Of which 
57 have been referenced in the paper.  
  
5HVSRQVHVWRUHYLHZHUV
 Reviewer #3:  
Line 343-345 - I'm sure is accurate but likely needs 
to be restated - ie. Locked doors (at least in the this 
country are against the law) I don't  
know that it should be excluded (there is probably 
more of this happening than we would like to know 
about) but if I am not mistaken - it is illegal. [I have 
little doubt of the accuracy and it may be legal there 
(this was Great Britain I believe) - and I believe 
there is benefit to inclusion - just insure it is well 
stated  -  
We have addressed the issue of locked doors in the text. 
There was a misunderstanding here. Patients were not 
locked into internal rooms.  
 
The information (especially as a comparative) is 
beneficial - 404] discussion of locking residents in 
their rooms - again is not legal in the  
here (USA) - I'm not suggesting it be omitted but 
again be very careful and clear in the statements - 
See above. 
Conclusion - overall - very good - ie: 425-428 re: 
suggestion of need for alternate housing design - if 
appropriate the small house design grouping 
originated by Bill Thomas (The Green House) -
might be an appropriate inclusion - addressing 
advancing dementia - appropriate size, staffing, 
activity etc. It was not designed specifically for 
persons with dementia  
but the design, staffing etc. can be ideal. I am also 
not necessarily suggesting it be included - perhaps a 
follow up 
Reference to the Green House has been added to Section 1. 
  
Reviewer #4:  
Information on the managers' facilities:  
1. Scale of facility or home  
Not all nursing homes information suggested by Reviewer 
4 was relevant to the study. We have inserted a table in the 
methodology section to describe the care homes with the 
information obtained during interview i.e. number of beds 
and type of home. 
a. µappropriate¶ level of care: compared to what?  
Does not define the level of dementia that would be 
tied to a level of care, which would be measurable. 
We have added a sentence to explain this.  
Line 312 
b. µgood¶ atmosphere is subjective terminology and 
not completely defined.  Understand that there are 
components that contribute to an atmosphere that 
would be beneficial to residents with dementia.  
Would define these terms better in the reporting. 
In order to describe µgood¶ atmosphere we have stated in 
the text that this is subjective but people still expect their 
care homes to feel homely as opposed to clinical.  
Lines 330-331 & Line 379.  Lines 517-520. 
c. design µquality¶ is also not completely defined.  
Would recommend the factors that contribute to a 
beneficial design be laid out more clearly. 
We have defined design quality. Factors that contribute to 
a beneficial design are clearly displayed in figure 3. 
Lines 398-401 
 
 
 
1. Background 1 
There is no doubt that one major challenge of population ageing is the development of more 2 
imaginative and inclusive forms of collective housing. Older people who wish to age in place 3 
often need to adapt their domestic environment to ensure independence, accessibility and social 4 
connectivity. This is increasingly challenging for people with dementia who live at home given 5 
the risks of self-harm, such as falls, leaving cooking appliances or taps running and getting lost. 6 
For a person with dementia a move to a new environment such as a nursing home is often a 7 
stressful experience, causing shock, withdrawal and anger. Despite recent development in 8 
dementia-friendly environments, more research is still required to develop more fitting long term 9 
housing options for people with dementia. This paper presents a review of the current state of 10 
housing for people with dementia by exploring housing choices available to this group, and 11 
identifies potential issues with design of nursing homes in the UK context through interviews 12 
with facility managers. 13 
The challenges of living well at home with dementia 14 
Most people with dementia live in their private homes while being cared for by relatives. 15 
However because of rapid cognitive decline and consequently the risks of self-harm and getting 16 
lost, a substantial number of older people with dementia will need to move to nursing homes 17 
where care and support is provided (Matthews & Dening, 2002; Wittenberg, Comas-Herrera, 18 
Pickard, & Hancock, 2004; Torrington, 2009) 19 
Access to healthcare, support and social services for older people from their own home are vital 20 
as they prevent the need to move. Community and family connections and place or home 21 
attachment help older people to feel psychologically safe in familiar surroundings (World Health 22 
5HYLVHG0DQXVFULSW
&OLFNKHUHWRGRZQORDG5HYLVHG0DQXVFULSW+(5'3DSHUBUHYLVHGB)LQDOB1RILHOGVGRF
Organization, 2007). It is not surprising thus to know that older people wish to age in place and 23 
remain in their community where they have established social networks (Burholt, 2006).  24 
THIS IS THE PULL-OUT QUOTE. This is the pull-out quote: RUBINSTEIN (1989) ALSO 25 
ACKNOWLEDGES THAT OLDER PEOPLE PREFER TO REMAIN IN THEIR OWN 26 
HOMES TO MAINTAIN THEIR INDEPENDENCE AND PERSONAL FREEDOM, DESPITE 27 
THE ONSET OF AGE RELATED IMPAIRMENTS.  28 
Although it is desirable to remain living at home, it is not always practical as Reimer, Slaughter, 29 
Donaldson, Currie, & Eliasziw (2004) acknowledge that people with dementia are often moved 30 
into long term care settings for the following reasons: an increased cognitive decline; an interest 31 
in improving the wellbeing of the person with dementia; and  the need to provide extra support to 32 
the person with dementia and their caregivers. Due to a loss of cognitive ability, a suitable 33 
designed physical environment is recognised as important in overcoming behavioural issues, 34 
providing comfort, assisting with wayfinding and promoting independence. This is because the 35 
experience for a person with dementia becomes more sensory than intellectual (Hadjri, Faith, & 36 
McManus, 2012; Joseph, 2006). For people with dementia their condition and associated 37 
symptoms are known to be influenced by the physical environment (Ebersole, Hess, & Schmidt-38 
Luggen, 2004; van Hoof & Kort, 2009). Hence the importance of an enabling environment that 39 
offers opportunities for change and optimum stimulation (Cohen & Weisman, 1991; Calkins M. , 40 
1995). 41 
Research shows that the built environment can create significant challenges to people with 42 
cognitive disabilities such as dementia (Jackson & Kochtitzky, 2001). This is why dementia 43 
requires evidence based design solutions to adapt the home environment (van Hoof, Kort, 44 
Duijnstee, Rutten, & Hensen, 2010). Nowadays designers and facility managers recognize that 45 
the design of the physical environment is important in contributing to the wellbeing and 46 
functionality of people with dementia (see Brawley, 1997; Calkins M. P., 1988; Cohen & Day, 47 
1993; Cohen & Weisman, 1991; Day, Carreon, & Stump, 2000). People with dementia normally 48 
require adaptation to the design of housing facilities, their indoor environment and any 49 
technology that is used to monitor residents or support care delivery (van Hoof, Kort, Duijnstee, 50 
Rutten, & Hensen, 2010). 51 
From the perspective of the person with dementia, moving into a nursing home is not desirable 52 
because of the consequences of leaving their familiar environment, social network, loss of 53 
independence and the fear of the unknown ± adjusting to communal living, a new environment, 54 
and away from the family and friends (Davies & Nolan, 2004). Furthermore, there are behavioral 55 
patterns associated with the move to nursing home settings, such as older people with dementia 56 
spending more time in their private rooms during the day (Fleming & Purandare, 2010). 57 
It has been shown that a person with dementia that has been moved to a new environment tend 58 
³WRVXIfer higher rates of depression and mRUWDOLW\IROORZLQJUHORFDWLRQ´ (Day, Carreon, & 59 
Stump, 2000, p. 398). Findings from other research shows however that when people with 60 
dementia are moved together to a new facility, they seem to suffer less from the impacts of 61 
relocation (Anthony, Procter, Silverman, & Murphy, 1987; McAuslane & Sperlinger, 1994; 62 
Robertson, Warrington, & Eagles, 1993; Day, Carreon, & Stump, 2000). Whatever the case, 63 
generally a person with dementia experiences shock, withdrawal and anger immediately after the 64 
move to a nursing home (Davies & Nolan, 2004). The move to a nursing home is a very stressful 65 
experience to both the person with dementia and their carer, given the fact that it is a major life 66 
event. Most of the time the carer has to decide on the best housing and care options (Davies & 67 
Nolan, 2004). 68 
 69 
Current housing options and their inadequacies for people with dementia 70 
It is inevitable that as people age mainstream housing becomes increasingly inadequate (Wright, 71 
Tinker, Hanson, Wojgani, & Mayagoitia, 2009). In the UK, there are five dominant housing 72 
types: own home/other family home; sheltered housing; very sheltered housing; long-stay 73 
residential care; end-of-life care 2¶0DOOH\	&URXFKHU. Sheltered housing usually 74 
consists of private and secure units that are monitored by a warden (Hadjri, 2010). They are 75 
commonly occupied by vulnerable,  older people or disabled residents. With the aim to improve 76 
the quality of life of older people with disabilities, several new home-like housing models have 77 
been developed such as assisted living, continuing care retirement communities and the Eden 78 
Alternative (Joseph, 2006). The Eden Alternative aims to create homelike settings in nursing 79 
homes by enabling residents to interact with nature and people. This is achieved by empowering 80 
staff to implement these changes and ensure residents have a better quality of life (Coleman, 81 
Looney, O'Brien, & Ziegler, 2002). In line with this philosophy, the Green House Project was 82 
initiated and introduced a new approach to long-term residential care for eight to ten older 83 
people; that is a facility smaller in size and homelike in terms of interior design and daily 84 
activities (Thomas & Johansson, 2003). 85 
Clough, Leamy, Miller, Bright, & Brooks (2005) argue that the lack of housing option presents 86 
itself as an obstacle to older people moving to  more suitable housing, or as Brenton (2001) and 87 
Dalley (2002) noted due to a need for ³PRUHLPDJLQDWLYHIRUPVRIFROOHFWLYHKRXVLQJ´2WKHU88 
authors such as Oldman & Quilgars (1999) argue that for some people, moving into residential 89 
care can be a positive experience (Means, 2007). This is true for some older people with 90 
dementia who managed to improve their quality of life after moving to a nursing home (Means, 91 
2007). More research has concluded that older people who moved into extra care housing 92 
required less care (Croucher, Hicks, & Jackson, 2006; Wright, Tinker, Hanson, Wojgani, & 93 
Mayagoitia, 2009). On the other hand, some authors recommend that the move take place as 94 
early as possible after a person is diagnosed with early dementia, this is to avoid stress and 95 
confusion which tend to happen when older people with moderate to severe dementia are moved 96 
to nursing homes (van Hoof & Kort, 2009). 97 
Marquardt & Schmieg (2009) highlight the major reasons for a person with dementia needing to 98 
move into nursing care relate to a loss of independence and problems with wayfinding. This 99 
move is necessary in most cases despite efforts from family and concerned older people to 100 
remain at home for as long as possible. Some of the deciding factors are concerned with 101 
increased care needs, high carer burden, cognitive decline and behavioral issues for example 102 
(Banerjee, et al., 2003; Reimer, Slaughter, Donaldson, Currie, & Eliasziw, 2004). Recent 103 
research has used individual and behavioral approaches to understand the critical factors leading 104 
to institutionalization for people with dementia (Butler, Orrell, & Bebbington , 2002; Gaugler, 105 
Kane, Clay, & Newcomer, 2003). Carers highlight that it is common to see older people with 106 
dementia being constantly moved between care homes because of lack of qualified staff who can 107 
care for people with dementia (Department of Health , 2009). However, more evidence is needed 108 
such as longitudinal research in oUGHUWR³WRH[SORUHSDWKZD\VRIKRXVLQJDQGFDUHIRUSHRSOH109 
ZLWKGHPHQWLD´DQGWRXQGHUVWDQGWKHGHFLVLRQ-making process before relocation 2¶0DOOH\	110 
Croucher, 2005, p. 574). It appears however that extra care housing in the UK can provide a long 111 
term alternative to institutional care for people with dementia if adequate specialist care is 112 
available (Molineux & Appleton, 2005).  113 
THIS IS THE PULL-OUT QUOTE. This is the pull-out quote: THERE HAS BEEN AN 114 
INCREASE IN SERVICE PROVISION TO SUPPORT CARE AT HOME FOR PEOPLE 115 
WITH DEMENTIA INCLUDING FOR THOSE WITH SEVERE DEMENTIA. Nonetheless 116 
more studies are needed to establish the cost-effectiveness of these approaches to care 2¶0DOOH\117 
& Croucher, 2005). 118 
Design of care settings for people with dementia 119 
The Bamford review consultation with service users and their carers raised issues such as ageing 120 
in place. It is desirable to enable people with dementia to remain at home for as long as possible 121 
in order to delay the move to a nursing home which in most cases is inevitable. This can be 122 
achieved if assistive technologies and adequate adaptation of the homes are available (Northern 123 
Ireland Government , 2011). For those who have to leave their home, a community based model 124 
of supported housing is available where people with dementia can continue to live relatively 125 
independently (Northern Ireland Government , 2011). However, more research is needed to 126 
ascertain if this type of accommodation and model could be a long term option.  127 
Nursing homes with fewer units or small grouping for people with dementia are more desirable 128 
as they minimize overstimulation caused by noise and large number of people potentially in 129 
contact with residents (Day, Carreon, & Stump, 2000). Additionally, design improvements can 130 
be implemented to improve wayfinding through better signage, use of landmarks and views to 131 
outdoors (Day, Carreon, & Stump, 2000). Quality of indoor spaces can also be improved to 132 
avoid confusion of people with dementia through better contrast on floors and walls and better 133 
lighting (Brawley, 1997; Day, Carreon, & Stump, 2000). This is echoed by other authors such as 134 
Weisman (1987) and Diaz Moore, Geboy, & Weisman (2006). Wayfinding for example can be 135 
improved through efficient signage, better floor plan layouts, more effective design for 136 
perceptual access (Marquardt, 2011). Moreover, floor plan typology and environmental cues are 137 
key in aiding wayfinding (Marquardt, 2011; Elmståhl, Annerstedt, & Ahlund, 1997; Marquardt 138 
& Schmieg, 2009; Passini, Pigot, Rainville, & Tétreault, 2000; Passini, Rainville, Marchand, & 139 
Joanette, 1998). For example, people with dementia are more comfortable, less aggressive and 140 
sleep better if they have their own private room rather than sharing a bedroom (Morgan & 141 
Stewart, 1998; Joseph, 2006). 142 
Hence care facilities must continue to improve the design of their accommodation, particularly 143 
for people with dementia to minimize the effect of the disease on their cognitive abilities and 144 
quality of life. For instance, research on housing needs of people with dementia experiencing the 145 
various stages of the disease could be useful $O]KHLPHU¶V$XVWUDOLD. 146 
Another option would be to assess the potential of sheltered housing to offer an alternative 147 
housing option to people with dementia. Sheltered housing has the potential to offer a positive 148 
environment for people with dementia if there are adequate opportunities for social interactions 149 
(Department of Health, 2009, p. 55). There is a need now for interdisciplinary research that 150 
examines further the relationship between housing and dementia and associated care (Heywood, 151 
Oldman, & Means, 2002; Cantley, 2001; Manthorpe & Adams, 2003). 152 
Still more research is needed to develop more fitting long term housing options for people with 153 
dementia. This can be achieved by involving this user group and their carers in the development 154 
of these alternatives, and by monitoring the development of models, training staff in care 155 
delivery at home, and identifying which assistive technology and telecare options have potential 156 
for implementation (Department of Health, 2009). 157 
The next sections present the research methods and the analysis used in this paper in order to 158 
answer the research question:  What are the main housing options available to people with 159 
dementia? Alongside this, potential design issues linked to the residential environments within 160 
care homes will be explored.  161 
2. Methods 162 
A list of care and nursing homes operational in [location hidden for peer review] was produced 163 
to identify those that currently care for people with dementia. [location hidden for peer review] 164 
has 329 care homes located in 31 urban or rural settlements in [location hidden for peer review]. 165 
These offer 11,202 beds. Of these homes, 305 are private while 15 are under local authority 166 
control, and nine are run by voluntary organizations. Of the 329 homes, 165 provide care for 167 
people with dementia. Managers of this latter group were contacted by phone to gauge their 168 
interest in the study and ask them whether they will be willing to be interviewed. Twenty two 169 
managers agreed to be interviewed within two weeks. Table 1 below offers a brief description of 170 
the managers¶ care home facilities:  171 
Table 1: Description of care homes 172 
Participant code name Number of beds Type of care 
A 50 Old Age   
Dementia 
B 11 Old Age   
Dementia 
C 44 Dementia  
Mental Disorder 
D 30 Old Age 
Dementia 
E 50 Old Age  
Dementia 
Physical Disability 
F 14 Old Age  
Dementia 
Physical Disability 
G 29 Old Age  
Dementia 
Participant code name Number of beds Type of care 
H 24 Old Age  
Dementia 
I 32 Old Age  
Dementia 
Physical Disability 
J 31 Dementia 
K 54 Dementia 
Mental Disorder 
L 49 Old Age 
Dementia 
M 26 Old Age 
Dementia 
N 27 Old Age 
Dementia 
O 24 Old Age 
Dementia 
P 65 Old Age 
Dementia 
Q 26 Old Age 
Dementia 
Learning Disability 
R 41 Old Age 
Dementia 
S 27 Old Age 
Dementia 
Physical Disability 
T 38 Old Age 
Dementia 
Physical Disability 
U 64 Old Age 
Dementia 
V 15 Old Age 
Dementia 
 173 
Ethical approval for the interviews was obtained from the University of [location hidden for peer 174 
review] Ethics Committee prior to the fieldwork starting. As a result a participant information 175 
sheet and consent forms were produced in preparation for the interviews.  176 
The interview questions were developed based on findings from the literature review and 177 
previous research by the authors, and were concerned with housing choices and potential design 178 
issues of existing nursing homes. The interview schedule contained nine questions as follows: 179 
1. +RXVLQJ&KRLFHVZKDWDUHWKHGHFLVLYHIDFWRUVLQWHUPVRIROGHUSHRSOH¶VFKRLFHVRI180 
moving to nursing homes, and why? 181 
2. Do you think that nursing homes design needs to address new requirements related to 182 
accessibility, comfort, or health and safety or not? 183 
3. Are you aware of any environmental, social, behavioral and healthcare issues caused by 184 
the design of care environments? 185 
4. Are you aware of any best practice in the design of care environments for people with 186 
cognitive impairments/dementia? 187 
5. Do you think that the design of the physical environment matters and makes a difference 188 
to people who suffer from dementia and their carers or not? 189 
6. Has a Dementia Design Audit been carried out or not (DSDC Dementia Services 190 
Development Centre, University of Stirling)? 191 
7. Do you have any comments on the layout and general design of the facility?  192 
8. Do you think staff needs training (communication) in order to care for people with 193 
dementia or not? Are there any staff related issues that may impact on care delivery? 194 
Nursing, training, education? 195 
9. How would you decide on a personalized care in relation to the physical and social 196 
environment? 197 
Interviews with managers of 22 nursing homes were therefore conducted to explore design and 198 
housing choices issues for people with dementia. Interview conditions such as timing were tested 199 
through pilot interviews. They were carried out in comfortable and familiar settings at agreed 200 
times to help participants to feel at ease. The purpose and duration of the interviews were 201 
explained to participants at the start of the interviews. Researchers followed the advice of Kane 202 
	2¶5HLOO\-De Brun (2001), who state that the behavior of the interviewer is important. 203 
Therefore during interview sessions researchers remained as neutral as possible and encouraged 204 
responses with non-committal body language. The researcher did not interrupt participants and 205 
allowed silences to give respondents time to think.  206 
The interviews were tape recorded and lasted between 30 minutes and an hour. Interviews were 207 
then transcribed verbatim and analyzed using NVivo. Thematic analysis was used to examine the 208 
choice of dementia care homes available and the design issues associated with them. The 209 
analysis was carried out in line with guidelines as outlined by Braun & Clarke (2006). Firstly, the 210 
interviews were transcribed from tape recordings into both electronic and printed forms. The 211 
second phase was to familiarize oneself with the data; this involved reading and re-reading the 212 
text. Similarities, differences and contrasts between transcripts were noted. Thirdly, initial codes 213 
were generated. This involved writing in the margins of the texts and similar codes were 214 
assembled together in a process described by Saldaña (2009). Fourthly, themes were sought and 215 
a record of all emergent codes was kept in the NVivo 10 software program for organizational 216 
purposes. In the fifth phase the themes were reviewed; themes that the researchers felt did not 217 
support enough data were discarded, whilst themes that were too broad were subdivided. Finally, 218 
themes were re-arranged to form clusters of organizing themes and global themes. Diagrams 219 
were developed using the same software to summarize the findings of this study and to depict 220 
themes (Figures 1-3). To ensure reliability, consistency and to minimise bias interviewers were 221 
coded collaboratively between three members of the researcher team. This process involved the 222 
cross-checking of codes and interpretation of data between researchers (Barbour, 2001). 223 
Researchers agreed or refined themes and codes at regular meetings where they also posed 224 
provocative questions to generate new codes. Differences of opinions concerning the definition 225 
of themes were resolved through intensive group discussions. As recommended by Saldaña 226 
(2009), one member of the researcher team acted as a code book editor which involved revising 227 
and maintaining the master list of themes for the group.  228 
3. Analysis 229 
In addressing the research question about the housing choices available to people with dementia 230 
and the design issues associated with these, this paper focuses on three particular, but 231 
LQWHUFRQQHFWHGDVSHFWVRISDUWLFLSDQWV¶H[SHULHQFHVRIFDUHKRPHV7KHVHDUHthe level of care 232 
required by a resident, the atmosphere of a home and the design quality of a care home.  233 
 234 
Level of care required  235 
Participants stated that residents made the decision to move to a care home for a variety of 236 
reasons including a need for extra support, safety concerns, health challenges and an inability to 237 
cope at home. It was acknowledged that people moved to care homes out of necessity and that 238 
very few people viewed it as a positive lifestyle choice. In many cases the decision to move was 239 
reached by social workers, family members or hospital staff. Participants maintained that despite 240 
the help of community support teams, residents with dementia came to a stage where they found 241 
it too challenging to cope at home. Therefore occupants needed the extra support that a care 242 
home afforded them: 243 
³,WKLQN«SHRSOHPRYHKHUHEHFDXVH«WKH\DUHQRWDEOHWRPDQDJHWKHPVHOYHV244 
LQGHSHQGHQWO\RUWKHLUUHODWLYHVDUHVRUWRI«VWUXJJOLQJWRFRSHZLWKWKHLUQHHGV,WKLQND245 
ORWRIWKHWLPH«LW¶V«WKHODVWUHVRUWIRUPDQ\SHRSOH´ (Participant K).  246 
Some participants noted that people who had dementia required extra care and care homes 247 
afforded provision of 24-hour support and expertise which they may not receive at home. In 248 
terms of safety, many participants commented thDWUHVLGHQWVFDQ³ZDQGHU´1 due to dementia. 249 
THIS IS THE PULL-OUT QUOTE. This is the pull-out quote: IN LIGHT OF THIS, CARE 250 
HOMES WERE VIEWED AS SAFE ENVIRONMENTS BY RESIDENTS BOTH IN TERMS 251 
OF LAYOUT, DESIGN OF BUILDINGS AND ALSO DUE TO THE PROFESSIONAL CARE 252 
OFFERED BY STAFF. When selecting a residential care home, occupants considered the safety 253 
aspects of the home: 254 
³7KH\WKHQORRNIRU«D«VDIHHQYLURQPHQWVRWKDWWKHLQLWLDOVDIHW\ZLOOEHVHFXUHGWKH\255 
FDQQRWMXVWZDONRXWRIWKHGRRU´ (Participant B). 256 
Others believed that the building design was fundamental to maintaining safety in care homes as 257 
residents required an environment protecting them from injury, yet allowing them to feel safe 258 
while maintaining their mobility. The choice of home was based on the LQGLYLGXDO¶VUHTXLUHG259 
level of care for example different residents required various equipment items, many had lived in 260 
a care home before while others had not and others had multiple impairments. Various occupants 261 
had different levels of dementia and many participants commented that residents elected to live 262 
in homes with individual or personalized care plans: 263 
                                               
1
 ³:DQGHULQJRUH[SORULQJLVDWHUPthat refers to a type of persistent walking behaviour that may occur as a result 
RIGHPHQWLD,WPD\DSSHDUWREHDLPOHVVEXWWKHSHUVRQZLWKGHPHQWLDPD\EHZDONLQJZLWKDSXUSRVH´ 
³:HRIIHUSHUVRQ-centered care by meeting the needs of individual residents based on 264 
WKHLUOLIHKLVWRU\DQGWKHLQIRUPDWLRQZHJDWKHUDERXWWKHP´ (Participant U).  265 
Care plans were developed through consultation with family members, doctors or friends. Plans 266 
ZHUHVRPHWLPHVDOWHUHGDQGUHDVVHVVHGDFFRUGLQJWRRFFXSDQWV¶FKDQJLQJQHHGV6RPH267 
participants stated that the care homes in which they worked had rooms of varying sizes and 268 
deFRUWRVXLWDGLYHUVHUDQJHRIUHVLGHQWV$SSOLFDQW¶VEDFNJURXQGDVZHOODVPHQWDODQGSK\VLFDO269 
needs are assessed before making an offer to them. The choice of home was also based on 270 
selection criteria for example care homes had exclusion and inclusion criteria that were based on 271 
the level of care required by the future occupant. Participants said that residents checked for 272 
specific facilities provided, for instance physiotherapy rooms, when selecting a home. They also 273 
considered the level of communication between residents and care home staff:  274 
³:HWDNHWKHOHDGIURPWKHPOLVWHQWRWKHPDQGDGGUHVVWKHLUFRPPHQWV7KH\VFUXWLQLze 275 
the person-care plan. If they feel that there is something missing generally in our care 276 
plan, ZHDGGUHVVDQGUHSRUWEDFNWRWKHP´ (Participant N). 277 
+RZHYHUPRVWSDUWLFLSDQWVGLGQRWSURGXFHDXGLWVLQWKHZRUNSODFH$QLQKDELWDQWV¶EDFNJURXQG278 
influenced their selection for instance if a home related to their birthplace or met with their 279 
individual taste. Care workers try WRJHWDKLVWRU\RIWKHRFFXSDQW¶VSUHYLRXVOLIHVW\OHDQGUHODWHLW280 
to their new environment. If someone was interested in gardening then they chose homes with a 281 
garden and staff encouraged them to participate in activities in the garden.  282 
Leaving design considerations aside, participants asserted that staffing influenced future 283 
RFFXSDQWV¶FKRLFHRIFDUHKRPH7KH\EHOLHYHGWKDWZRUNLQJLQDFDUHKRPHZDVDYRFDWLRQDQG284 
that staff should be sympathetic and caring towards residents. They required an understanding of 285 
the effects of dementia: ³<RXFDQ¶WWUDLQVRPHERG\WRORYHDQGFDUH´ (Participant D). 286 
Participants discussed the importance of a balanced staff to occupant ratio for safety of residents. 287 
Existing homes had staff to resident ratios of 1:3 or 1:5. Experience and training received by 288 
staff were also important considerations. Many participants were involved in internal and 289 
external training.  This also incorporated learning about communication to improve the level of 290 
care in a home. Participants noted that residents had the opportunity to choose homes where 291 
National Vocational Qualification (NVQ) training and Continuing Professional Development 292 
(CPD) training took place. One participant had put a personalized training scheme in place that 293 
ZDVDGDSWHGWRPHHWUHVLGHQW¶VQHHGV7KHUHZDVDQRYHUULGLQJUHTXLUHPHQWIRUVXLWDEOHVWDIIWR294 
meet the care needs of occupants:  295 
³:KDWLVWKHXVHRIDGDSWHGEXLOGLQJVLI\RXKDYHQRWJRWWKHVWDIIWRORRNDIWHUGHPHQWLD296 
residents? You must treat WKHPDQGKDYHDSDVVLRQIRUWKHGHPHQWLD´ (Participant F).  297 
Participants stated that the choice of homes was based on both the building design and the 298 
quality of staff available. A well-designed building was ineffective alone without appropriate 299 
staffing.  Participants reported that residents sometimes moved to more specialized homes as 300 
their dementia symptoms increased and some homes catered for some or all stages of dementia. 301 
In line with this, one participant changed the registration of their care home to meet dementia 302 
needs. Other participants mentioned homes that employed dementia strategies for occupants to 303 
FKRRVHIURPDQGPDQ\XVHGGLDU\VKHHWVWRNHHSWUDFNRIDUHVLGHQW¶VQHHGV+RZHYHUDQRWKHU304 
participant felt that there was little choice for couples who wished to live together in a care 305 
home: 306 
³1HZKRPHVDUHEXLOWWRKDYHMXVWRQHSHUVRQLQDURRP6RZKDWKDSSHQVZKHQ\RXJHW307 
DPDUULHGFRXSOH<RXKDYHQ¶WHYHQJRWDFKRLFH´ (Participant P).  308 
$OORIWKHVHIDFWRUVLPSDFWHGXSRQIXWXUHUHVLGHQWV¶Fhoice of care homes yet it appeared from 309 
interview analysis that a variety of choice was available for future tenants, however in many 310 
cases, their selection depended on the level of care they required and their individual preferences. 311 
The choice of home was linked to the type of care that the care-home catered for (Table 1).   312 
Figure 1 summarizes the subthemes associated with level of care required.   313 
 314 
Figure 1: Bubble Diagram depicting level of care required 315 
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 318 
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 327 
Atmosphere 328 
A common issue facing housing choice was the atmosphere perceived by residents in care 329 
homes. Whilst the feelings conveyed by ones environment are in many ways subjective 330 
participants outlined features that could contribute to a positive atmosphere for residents. THIS 331 
IS THE PULL-OUT QUOTE. This is the pull-out quote: PARTICIPANTS STATED THAT 332 
OCCUPANTS WISHED TO LIVE IN HOMELY ENVIRONMENTS. IT WAS IMPORTANT 333 
THAT DESIGNERS ENSURED THAT CARE HOMES ARE PERSONALIZED TO HELP 334 
7+(072µ)((/$7+20(¶ 335 
³)520$&20)25732,172)9,(:,7HAS TO FEEL AND BE LIKE A HOME 336 
:+(5(2/'(53(23/()((/)$0,/,$5:,7+´ (PARTICIPANT A). 337 
Participants encouraged family members and residents to bring familiar objects to the home such 338 
as flowers, pictures and ornaments and some residents brought their own furniture to enhance the 339 
bedroom. They decorated public areas and planted flowers outside to make residents feel 340 
welcome. Participants noted that occupants had the choice between purpose built and pre-341 
existing homes. There was a feeling amongst some participants that newer homes had a more 342 
clinical feeling than older buildings. When choosing a color scheme, warm colors were selected 343 
and there was an attempt to use furniture and fittings that were found in a home environment. 344 
There was a sense that the design of a home could have a positive effect on both staff and 345 
residents:  346 
³7KHGHVLJQGRHVPDWWHUIRUFDUHUVDQGGHPHQWLDUHVLGHQWV,WUDLVHVVWDIIPRUDOH347 
because people enjoy coming to work because the environment is friendly, homely and 348 
comfortable. That hDSSLQHVVDOVRDIIHFWVWKHUHVLGHQWV´ (Participant K). 349 
Other participants stated that their care homes had a holiday atmosphere as the bedrooms were 350 
GHFRUDWHGVLPLODUO\WRDKRWHO2YHUDOOWKHFDUHKRPHV¶VWDIIDLPHGWRDYRLGFOLQLFDOGHFRUWR351 
maximize resiGHQWV¶FRPIRUWDVWKHGHVLJQRIWKHEXLOWHQYLURQPHQWFRXOGUHGXFHWKHVWUHVV352 
experienced by people residents with dementia. Participants aimed to provide relaxation and 353 
happiness to residents. One participant believed that care homes should offer residents the 354 
opportunity to choose their own bedroom. Bedrooms were nonetheless laid out to suit the 355 
individual. Some occupants felt more comfortable in smaller bedrooms yet others preferred 356 
larger bedrooms or did not spend much time there. Participants contended that residents chose 357 
homes in areas that were familiar to them: ³Staying in an area that they are familiar with so that 358 
FDUHDVVLVWDQWVFDQKHOSWKHPZKHQJRLQJWRVKRSV´ (Participant T). Participants felt that good 359 
aesthetics encouraged future residents to choose particular homes as their first impression related 360 
to homes decor which acted as a marketing tool. The decor in one home mirrored the culture of 361 
the residents: 362 
³:HKDYHDVVRUWHGDSSOLDQFHVOLNH$IULFDQEDWKURRPV/RQGRQEDWKURRPVDQG)UHQFK363 
bathrRRPVWKDWEULQJKRPHPHPRULHVWRUHVLGHQWV´ (Participant K). 364 
Participants revealed that different areas of the homes had different atmospheres. They facilitated 365 
people who liked to withdraw to tranquil, relaxing spaces by providing them with relaxation 366 
rooms and quiet sitting areas. They also provided private meeting rooms for families and sensory 367 
rooms. This was not the case with all homes but they sought to include these spaces in their 368 
layouts. The quiet rooms were in contrast to the lounge and dining areas that were included to 369 
encourage interaction between residents. Participants expressed the issues relating to perceived 370 
challenging behaviors which may present and the need to ensure this did not affect other 371 
occupants. This usually involves them identifying the cause or root  of why residents are 372 
agitated/anxious/waking up in the middle of the night, and in response to this staff may facilitate 373 
something they want to do (go a short walk-related to their past employment, e.g. security 374 
guard). It was also noted that residents had the choice of staying in quiet areas or accessing 375 
activities in more public areas. They tried to instill a sense of community by expanding the 376 
numbers of lounge areas and organizing group activities such as tea parties, painting, music or 377 
games which also helped to prevent loneliness or isolation. Figure 2 below highlights the themes 378 
associated with the atmosphere of care homes. It includes components that contribute to an 379 
atmosphere that would be beneficial to residents with dementia.  380 
 381 
Figure 2: Bubble Diagram depicting atmosphere 382 
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Design quality 397 
Aside from the emotional aspects in choosing available housing, participants also discussed 398 
design issues associated with them. Garmonsway (1991) defines quality as a degree  of 399 
goodness, value or excellence. In architecture, design quality ³embraces all the aspects by which 400 
a building is judged.´ (Volker, 2014, p. 16) 401 
In terms of design quality of nursing homes, key areas highlighted were wayfinding strategies, 402 
maintaining control, space, purpose built homes, lighting, color, and facilities.  Participants also 403 
described negative housing choices available. They acknowledged that the design of the built 404 
environment had an impact on the behavior of residents as it could either trigger or remove anti-405 
social behavior. Furthermore, it was important to prevent residents from losing their way which 406 
was achieved through signage, pictures and the use of color: 407 
³'RRUVLJQVSKRWRJUDSKVFRORr blinds on the floor and walls to follow, our bathroom 408 
doors have door frames painted in red to identify bathrooms, different seat colors, 409 
flooring etc.´(Participant J). 410 
Participants used landmarks and images on the walls to help occupants to find their rooms and 411 
images used were often personal to the residents. All participants reported the importance of 412 
PRQLWRULQJUHVLGHQWVDQGWKHOD\RXWRIDEXLOGLQJ¶VGHVLJQQHHGHGWRUHVSRQGWRWKLV:KLOHPDQ\413 
participants used locks on external doors to control the movement of occupants, it was more 414 
appropriate to design layouts where staff were able to monitor residents from their work stations:  415 
³,I\RXKDYHDZRUNVWDWLRQRQWKHJURXQGIORRU\RXZLOOVHHDOOWKHURRPVWKLVZRXOG416 
KHOSWRUHGXFHWKHULVNWRWKHSDWLHQWV´ (Participant F).  417 
One participant stated that there were areas in their home that were difficult to observe: ³7KHUH418 
DUHWKUHHDUHDVZKHUHWKH\FDQFRPHGRZQZLWKRXWDQ\ERG\VHHLQJWKHP´(Participant L). Yet 419 
other designs enabled staff to observe residents with ease and Participant M stated that their 420 
design incorporated a wander path.  421 
Participants determined that space was an important design issue in the choice of care homes and 422 
it was necessary to design rooms that accommodated equipment for handling purposes. One 423 
participant commented that, although rooms were built to meet the requirements of legislation, 424 
many were too small to accommodate equipment. Large spaces were required to allow residents 425 
freedom of movement, yet they would be less likely to get lost in smaller spaces. In some homes 426 
bedrooms were extended to incorporate wet rooms and participants were satisfied with the 427 
results. However Participant P believed that en-suites were awkward as some residents were 428 
confused and thought that the toilet contained drinking water. Many participants wished to 429 
improve the corridor spaces in their care homes as they felt that they were often too long, and 430 
narrow and residents experienced difficulty when maneuvering in them. Whilst Participant K 431 
was satisfied that their home was spacious, they acknowledged that large spaces were confusing 432 
at times for dementia residents:  433 
³,WLVDELJEXLOGLQJDQGFRXOGEHFRQIXVLQJ%XW,WKLQN,DPTXLWHKDSS\ZLWKWKH434 
design, its lounge is quite spacious, there is room for people to walk in the large garden, 435 
go RXWVLGHIORRUOHYHODQ\WLPH´ (Participant K).  436 
Whilst many of the participants preferred to work in purpose built properties, many of the care 437 
KRPHVZHUHFRQYHUWHGRUDGDSWHGWRPHHWUHVLGHQWV¶QHHGV7KH\FRPSDUHGWKHPHULWVRISXUSRVH438 
built properties to older homes:  439 
³,WLVYHU\GLIILFXOWIRUWKLQJVDOUHDG\EXLOWEXWLQQHZPRGHUQEXLOGLQJVHYHU\WKLQJVKRXOG440 
be taken into consideration...Purpose built buildings will enable the architect to be more 441 
PLQGIXORIGHVLJQUHTXLUHPHQWV´ (Participant G). 442 
In the case of existing buildings, some participants were dissatisfied with the original designs 443 
and built extensions to improve the homes. There was a sense that purpose built homes were 444 
more likely to locate all the accommodation at ground floor level to prevent falls. Nonetheless 445 
older homes had a greater variety of room sizes and may have felt more homely.  446 
The use of lighting and color in the home was highlighted and some participants were aware of 447 
past studies carried out in these areas. Participants updated existing homes by installing bright 448 
lights and using indicative color schemes. For instance, some homes used color palettes where 449 
doors were assigned colors according to the function of the room and this helped the residents to 450 
identify rooms. Some participants felt that the color of the flooring in their homes should change 451 
from patterned carpets to a plain and less confusing surface and others maintained that the choice 452 
of colors had an impact upon the behavior of occupants. 453 
THIS IS THE PULL-OUT QUOTE. This is the pull-out quote: IN TERMS OF FACILITIES 454 
PARTICIPANTS DISCUSSED THE USE OF SENSORY ROOMS AS THERAPY FOR 455 
ANXIOUS OR AGITATED RESIDENTS. THEY ALSO FAVORED THE INCORPORATION 456 
OF GARDEN SPACES IN CARE HOME DESIGNS AND VIEWED THEM AS ENCLOSED 457 
SAFE AREAS WHERE RESIDENTS COULD RELAX. In particular participants endorsed the 458 
design of sensory gardens in care homes:  459 
³6HQVRU\JDUGHQVDUHLQFUHGLEOHDQGSURYLGHWKHUHVLGHQWVZLWKDFFHVVWRZDONDURXQG460 
for about 5 to 10 minutes with something to look at. It¶VFDOPLQJDQGHQWHUWDLQLQJ´ 461 
(Participant H). 462 
Some homes were designed around bright, colorful and safe gardens and Participant U noted that 463 
their home included hair dressing, pub and cafe facilities to help residents to feel comfortable. 464 
The use of technology was important for another participant in ensuring that residents were safe 465 
and they installed sensors to monitor residents who are prone to getting up at night. It was 466 
important to ensure that facilities were fully accessible and some participants working in existing 467 
homes highlighted the stairs in their facility as a potential hazard. Some participants did not cater 468 
for occupants who used large four wheel chairs whereas other participants asserted that the 469 
shower facilities and en-suites were fully accessible in their homes.  Furthermore, in some 470 
homes, people with dementia were accommodated on the ground floor and lifts were installed. 471 
Participants described negative aspects of housing choices available and some participants were 472 
forced to use locks on external front doors to restrict the movement of residents. Designing 473 
homes which consider monitoring would reduce this problem: ³%XWDWWKHPRPHQWSHRSOHDUH474 
ORFNHGLQDQG\RXWHOOWKHPWKDWWKH\FDQ¶Wleave, it affects their behavioU´ (Participant G). Some 475 
participants felt that there was limited availability of dementia accommodation for people under 476 
65 and a need for a greater number of dementia care homes in the [location hidden for peer 477 
review] area. Many of the care homes were limited in terms of space with narrow corridors and 478 
one participant said that they would like to make their garden more dementia friendly. 479 
Participants maintained that many homes were decorated in a clinical or institutional way. Not 480 
all homes had rooms with a variety of shapes and sizes. Variety was important to cater for a 481 
range of needs. It was challenging for homes to keep up to date with new trends or legislation 482 
and to adapt their homes accordingly. When construction work was taking place, it had the effect 483 
of confusing or upsetting some of the residents. Cost was a concern as smaller care homes 484 
sometimes struggled to fund building projects and also had to compete with consortium homes. 485 
It appeared also that smaller homes were more focused on customer care than profit. Figure 3 486 
below highlights the themes associated with the design quality of care-homes.  487 
488 
Figure 3: Bubble Diagram depicting design quality 489 
 490 
4. Discussion and Conclusion 491 
2QHRIWKHELJJHVWFKDOOHQJHVIDFLQJROGHUSHRSOH¶VZLVKWRDJHLQSODFHLVWKHFDSDELOLW\of their 492 
domestic environment to offer independence, accessibility and social connectivity. This is even 493 
more challenging for people with dementia who continue to live at home given the risks of self-494 
harm and getting lost. Hence more imaginative and inclusive forms of collective housing are 495 
needed. If this is not achieved in the short term then a substantial number of older people with 496 
dementia will be forced to move to nursing homes. For people with dementia a move to a new 497 
environment is often a stressful experience that causes shock, withdrawal and anger.  498 
Hence the design of the physical environment is important and can enhance behavioral, cognitive 499 
and comfort issues of people with dementia. Adapting home environments is therefore important 500 
to support the development of evidence based design solutions. There is no doubt nowadays that 501 
the design of the home environment has the potential to contribute to the wellbeing and 502 
functionality of people with dementia.  503 
These issues were explored through semi-structured interviews with 22 managers of care homes 504 
in [location hidden for peer review] in order to explore design and housing choices issues for 505 
people with dementia. Findings suggest that there are three interconnected themes emerging 506 
from participants¶ experience of managing a care home where some residents have dementia. 507 
These themes are concerned with the level of care required by the resident, the atmosphere of a 508 
home and the design quality of the care home. The level of care required was the main reason 509 
behind the move to a care home, this includes the need for extra support, health and safety 510 
concerns, and inability to cope alone at home. Ultimately the move to a care home is out of 511 
necessity and it is not viewed as a positive lifestyle choice. Care homes offer safe and caring 512 
environments where residents can be safe and mobile. Personalized care plans also contribute to 513 
a better fit between the person with dementia and the service and environment provided by the 514 
care home. Training of carers emerged as an important aspect necessary to meet the care needs 515 
of residents.  516 
7KHDWPRVSKHUHSURYLGHGE\WKHFDUHKRPHZDVDQRWKHULPSRUWDQWWKHPH5HVLGHQWV¶SHUFHSWLRQ517 
of this has to some extent guided the design, refurbishment and use of spaces in care homes. For 518 
example the domestic character of the home, the display of familiar objects, accessible gardens, 519 
quiet areas, and the use of warm colors.  520 
Design quality of the care home is also an important factor likely to improve the general 521 
wellbeing of residents. Wayfinding cues, efficient lighting and color schemes for example are 522 
key aspects that can improve the way people with dementia use the physical environment. This 523 
can effectively reduce the risk of anti-social behavior and getting lost. Participants acknowledge 524 
that space design is an important factor in the choice of a care home. Facilities such as sensory 525 
rooms and sensory gardens are key elements of a dementia friendly home or an enabling 526 
environment. Some homes needed to be more inclusive in terms of mobility for wheelchair users 527 
while others had dangerous stairs. Locating residents with dementia on the ground floor seems a 528 
sensible measure to avoid accidents. Additionally, some homes installed sensors to monitor 529 
residents movements at night.  530 
The study was limited to one county in England due to available resources. Future research will 531 
conduct a post-occupancy evaluation of these facilities using the DSDC Design Audit tool to 532 
establish the level of compliance in dementia nursing homes and suggest potential design 533 
improvements. 534 
 535 
Implications for Practice 536 
It emerged thus from this study that a combination of : 537 
x a suitable level of care,  538 
x a positive atmosphere, and  539 
x design quality within the care home, 540 
are elements that lead to a more enabling environment. 541 
Design on its own will not lead to successful caring environment unless appropriate care is 542 
provided and a positive therapeutic and domestic looking environment is also available and 543 
accessible to people with dementia.   544 
Implications for Practice 
Design issues include the suitability of a home for wayfinding, the appropriateness of housing 
layouts, the amount of space afforded by a home, use of lighting and colour schemes. The study 
identified housing choices and design issues that affect people with dementia, and the main 
thematic areas that help achieve enabling environments.  These themes are concerned with the 
level of care required by the resident, the atmosphere of a home and the design quality of the 
care home. 
The design of the physical environment is important and is known to enhance behavioural, 
cognitive and comfort issues of people with dementia. Hence adapting care home environments 
is crucial in the context of supporting the development of further evidence based design 
solutions. 
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1. Background 1 
Housing choices for people with dementia 2 
It is inevitable that as people age mainstream housing becomes increasingly inadequate (Wright 3 
et al., 2009). In the UK, there are five dominant housing types: own home/other family home; 4 
sheltered housing; very sheltered housing; long-stay residential care; end-of-OLIHFDUH2¶0DOOH\5 
& Croucher, 2005). With the aim to improve the quality of life of older people with disabilities, 6 
several new home-like housing models have been developed such as assisted living, continuing 7 
care retirement communities and the Eden Alternative (Joseph, 2006). 8 
In terms of accommodation options for older people, affordability is a major factor in the 9 
decision process. The high costs associated with moving house is also another factor that 10 
discourages older people from moving to smaller homes (EAC, 2014). Access to healthcare, 11 
support and social services for older people from their own home is very important because it 12 
prevents them from needing to move. This is partly caused by place or home attachment and 13 
community and family connections available in the neighborhood; older people feel 14 
psychologically safe in familiar surroundings (WHO, 2007). It is not surprising thus to know that 15 
older people wish to age in place and remain in their community where they have established 16 
social networks (Burholt, 2006). 17 
Clough et al. (2005) argue that there are obstacles that prevent older people from moving to 18 
better housing due to lack of housing options or as Brenton (2001) and Dalley (2002) noted due 19 
WRDODFNRI³PRUHLPDJLQDWLYHIRUPVRIFROOHFWLYHKRXVLQJ´2WKHUDXWKRUVVXFKDV2OGPDQDQG20 
Quilgars (1999) argue that for some people, moving into residential care can be a positive 21 
experience (Means, 2007). This is true for some older people with dementia who managed to 22 
2ULJLQDO0DQXVFULSW
improve their quality of life after moving to a nursing home (Means, 2007). More research has 23 
concluded that older people who moved into extra care housing required less care (Croucher et 24 
al., 2006; Wright et al., 2009). On the other hand, some authors recommend that the move take 25 
place as early as possible after a person is diagnosed with early dementia, this is to avoid stress 26 
and confusion which tend to happen when older people with moderate to severe dementia are 27 
moved to nursing homes (van Hoof & Kort 2009). 28 
THIS IS THE PULL-OUT QUOTE. This is the pull-out quote: IT IS KNOWN THAT THE 29 
PREFERENCE OF OLDER PEOPLE TO REMAIN AT HOME DESPITE AGE RELATED 30 
IMPAIRMENTS AND DECLINE IS MOTIVATED BY PERSONAL CHOICES AND 31 
NOTIONS SUCH AS INDEPENDENCE, NORMALCY AND CONTINUITY (Rubinstein, 32 
1989). For people with dementia their condition and associated symptoms can be influenced by 33 
the living environment (Ebersole et al., 2004; van Hoof & Kort 2009). 34 
Most older people with dementia live in their private homes while being cared for by relatives. 35 
However because of rapid cognitive decline and consequently the risks of self-harm and getting 36 
lost, a substantial number of older people with dementia will need to move to nursing homes 37 
where care and support is provided (Matthews & Dening, 2002; Wittenberg et al., 2004; 38 
Torrington, 2009) 39 
From the perspective of the person with dementia, moving into a nursing home is not desirable 40 
because of the consequences of leaving their familiar environment, social network, loss of 41 
independence and the fear of the unknown ± adjusting to communal living, a new environment, 42 
and away from the family and friends (Davies & Nolan, 2004). Furthermore, there are behavioral 43 
patterns associated with the move to nursing home settings, such as older people with dementia 44 
spending more time in their private rooms during the day (Fleming & Purandare, 2010). 45 
Relocating people with dementia to new living environments is not desirable particularly if these 46 
are moved individually. Research shows that a person with dementia that has been moved to a 47 
QHZHQYLURQPHQWWHQG³WRVXIIHUKLJKHUUDWHVRIGHSUHVVLRQDQGPRUWDOLW\IROORZLQJUHORFDWLRQ´48 
(Day et al., 2000, p. 398). Findings from other research shows however that when people with 49 
dementia are moved together to a new facility seem to suffer less from the impacts of relocation 50 
(Anthony et al., 1987; McAuslane & Sperlinger, 1994; Robertson et al., 1993; Day et al., 2000). 51 
Whatever the case, generally a person with dementia experiences shock, withdrawal and anger 52 
immediately after the move to a nursing home (Davies & Nolan 2004). The move to a nursing 53 
home is a very stressful experience to both the person with dementia and their carer, given the 54 
fact that it is a major life event. Most of the time the carer has to decide on the best housing and 55 
care options  (Davies & Nolan 2004). 56 
THIS IS THE PULL-OUT QUOTE. This is the pull-out quote: FOR PEOPLE WITH 57 
DEMENTIA, A LOSS OF AUTONOMY AND DIFFICULTIES IN WAYFINDING ARE 58 
ASSOCIATED WITH THE MOVE TO UNFAMILIAR SETTINGS SUCH AS NURSING 59 
HOMES (Marquardt & Schmieg, 2009). This move is necessary in most cases despite efforts 60 
from family and concerned older people to remain at home for as long as possible. Some of the 61 
deciding factors are concerned with increased care needs, high carer burden, cognitive decline 62 
and behavioral issues for example (Banerjee et al., 2003). Recent research has used individual 63 
and behavioral approaches to understand the critical factors leading to institutionalization for 64 
people with dementia (Butler et al., 2002, Gaugler et al., 2003). Carers highlight that it is 65 
common to see older people with dementia being constantly moved between care homes because 66 
of lack of qualified staff who can care for people with dementia (Department of Health, 2009). 67 
+RZHYHUPRUHUHVHDUFKLVQHHGHGVXFKDVORQJLWXGLQDOUHVHDUFKLQRUGHUWR³WRH[SORUHSDWKZD\V68 
RIKRXVLQJDQGFDUHIRUSHRSOHZLWKGHPHQWLD´DQGWRXQGHUVWDQGWKHGHFLVLRQ-making process 69 
EHIRUHUHORFDWLRQ2¶0DOOH\	&URXFKHU, p. 574). It appears however that extra care 70 
housing in the UK can provide a long term alternative to institutional care for people with 71 
dementia if adequate specialist care is available (Molineux & Appleton, 2005). There has been 72 
an increase in service provision to support care at home for people with dementia including for 73 
those with severe dementia. Nonetheless more studies are needed to establish the cost-74 
HIIHFWLYHQHVVRIWKHVHDSSURDFKHVWRFDUH2¶0DOOH\	&URXFKHU 75 
The Bamford review consultation with service users and their carers raised issues such as ageing 76 
in place. It is desirable to enable people with dementia to remain at home for as long as possible 77 
in order to delay the move to a nursing home which in most cases is inevitable. This can be 78 
achieved if assistive technologies and adequate adaptation of the homes are available (Northern 79 
Ireland Government, 2011). For those who have to leave their home, a community based model 80 
of supported housing is available where people with dementia can continue to live relatively 81 
independently (Northern Ireland Government, 2011). However, more research is needed to 82 
ascertain if this type of accommodation and model could be a long term option.  83 
 84 
Housing design issues for people with dementia 85 
THIS IS THE PULL-OUT QUOTE. This is the pull-out quote: THE DESIGN OF THE 86 
PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT IS KNOWN TO AUGMENT BEHAVIORAL, COGNITIVE 87 
AND COMFORT ISSUES OF PEOPLE WITH DEMENTIA GIVEN THEIR INTERACTION 88 
WITH THIS ENVIRONMENT IS SENSORY RATHER THAN INTELLECTUAL (Hadjri et 89 
al., 2012; Joseph, 2006). Hence the importance of an environment that offers opportunities for 90 
change and optimum stimulation (Cohen & Weisman, 1991; Calkins, 1995). 91 
Research shows that the built environment can create significant mobility challenges to people 92 
with disabilities such as dementia (Jackson & Kochtitzky, 2001). This is why dementia requires 93 
evidence based design solutions to adapt the home environment (van Hoof et al., 2010). 94 
Nowadays designers and facility managers recognize that the design of the physical environment 95 
is important and contribute to the wellbeing and functionality of people with dementia (see 96 
Brawley, 1997; Calkins, 1988; Cohen & Day, 1993; Cohen & Weisman, 1991; Day et al., 2000). 97 
People with dementia normally require adaptation to the design of housing facilities, their indoor 98 
environment and any technology that is used to monitor residents or support care delivery (van 99 
Hoof et al., 2010). 100 
Nursing homes with fewer units or small grouping for people with dementia are more desirable 101 
as they minimize overstimulation caused by noise and large number of people potentially in 102 
contact with residents (Day et al., 2000). Additionally, design improvements can be implemented 103 
to improve wayfinding through better signage, use of landmarks and views to outdoors (Day et 104 
al., 2000). Quality of indoor spaces can also be improved to avoid confusion of people with 105 
dementia through better contrast on floors and walls and better lighting (Brawley, 1997; Day et 106 
al., 2000). This is echoed by other authors such as Weisman (1987) and Diaz Moore et al. 107 
(2006). Wayfinding for example can be improved through efficient signage, better floor plan 108 
layouts, more effective design for perceptual access (Marquardt, 2011). Moreover, floor plan 109 
typology and environmental cues are key in aiding wayfinding. (Marquardt, 2011; Elmståhl et 110 
al., 1997; Marquardt & Schmieg, 2009; Passini et. al., 1998 & 2000). For example, people with 111 
dementia are more comfortable, less aggressive and sleep better if they have their own private 112 
room rather than sharing a bedroom (Morgan & Stewart, 1998b; Joseph, 2006). 113 
Hence care facilities must continue to improve the design of their accommodation, particularly 114 
for people with dementia to minimize the effect of the disease on their cognitive abilities and 115 
quality of life. For instance, research on housing needs of people with dementia experiencing the 116 
various stages of the disease could be useful ($O]KHLPHU¶V$XVWUDOLD). 117 
Another option would be to assess the potential of sheltered housing to offer an alternative 118 
housing option to people with dementia. Sheltered housing has the potential to offer a positive 119 
environment for people with dementia if there are adequate opportunities for social interactions 120 
(Department of Health, 2009, p. 55). There is a need now for interdisciplinary research that 121 
examines further the relationship between housing and dementia and associated care (Heywood 122 
et al., 2002; Cantley 2001; Manthorpe & Adams 2003). 123 
Still more research is needed to develop more fitting long term housing options for people with 124 
dementia. This can be achieved by involving this user group and their carers in the development 125 
of these alternatives, and by monitoring the development of models, training staff in care 126 
delivery at home, and identifying which assistive technology and telecare options have potential 127 
for implementation (Department of Health, 2009). 128 
The next sections present the research methods and the analysis used in this paper in order to 129 
answer the research question that is concerned with housing options available to people with 130 
dementia and the potential design issues linked to the residential environments within care 131 
homes.  132 
2. Methods 133 
A list of care and nursing homes operational in [location hidden for peer review] was produced 134 
to identify those that currently care for people with dementia. [location hidden for peer review] 135 
has 329 care homes located in 31 urban or rural settlements in [location hidden for peer review]. 136 
These offer 11,202 beds. Of these homes, 305 are private while 15 are under local authority 137 
control, and nine are run by voluntary organizations. Of the 329 homes, 165 provide care for 138 
people with dementia. Managers of this latter group were contacted by phone to gauge their 139 
interest in the study and ask them whether they will be willing to be interviewed. Twenty two 140 
managers agreed to be interviewed within two weeks.  141 
Ethical approval for the interviews was obtained from the University of [location hidden for peer 142 
review] Ethics Committee prior to the fieldwork starting. As a result a participant information 143 
sheet and consent forms were produced in preparation for the interviews.  144 
The interview schedule contained nine questions as follows: 145 
1. +RXVLQJ&KRLFHVZKDWDUHWKHGHFLVLYHIDFWRUVLQWHUPVRIROGHUSHRSOH¶VFKRLFHVRf 146 
moving to nursing homes, and why? 147 
2. Do you think that nursing homes design needs to address new requirements related to 148 
accessibility, comfort, or health and safety? 149 
3. Are you aware of any environmental, social, behavioral and healthcare issues caused by 150 
the design of care environments? 151 
4. Are you aware of any best practice in the design of care environments for people with 152 
cognitive impairments/dementia? 153 
5. Do you think that the design of the physical environment matters and makes a difference 154 
to people who suffer from dementia and their carers? 155 
6. Has a Dementia Design Audit been carried out (DSDC Dementia Services Development 156 
Centre, University of Stirling)? 157 
7. Do you have any comments on the layout and general design of the facility?  158 
8. Do you think staff needs training (communication) in order to care for people with 159 
dementia? Are there any staff related issues that may impact on care delivery? Nursing, 160 
training, education? 161 
9. How would you decide on a personalized care in relation to the physical and social 162 
environment? 163 
Interviews with managers of 22 nursing homes were therefore conducted to explore design and 164 
housing choices issues for people with dementia. The interviews were tape recorded and lasted 165 
between 30 minutes and an hour. Interviews were then transcribed verbatim and analyzed using 166 
NVivo. Thematic analysis was used to examine the choice of dementia care homes available and 167 
the design issues associated with them. The analysis was carried out in line with guidelines as 168 
outlined by Braun & Clarke (2006). Firstly, the interviews were transcribed from tape recordings into 169 
both electronic and printed forms. The second phase was to familiarize oneself with the data; this 170 
involved reading and re-reading the text. Similarities, differences and contrasts between transcripts 171 
were noted. Thirdly, initial codes were generated. This involved writing in the margins of the texts 172 
and similar codes were assembled together in a process described by Saldaña (2009). Fourthly, 173 
themes were sought and a record of all emergent codes was kept in the NVivo 10 software program 174 
for organizational purposes. In the fifth phase the themes were reviewed; themes that the researchers 175 
felt did not support enough data were discarded, whilst themes that were too broad were subdivided. 176 
Finally, themes were re-arranged to form clusters of organizing themes and global themes. Diagrams 177 
were developed using the same software to summarize the findings of this study and to depict themes 178 
(Figures 2-4). 179 
3. Analysis 180 
In addressing the research question about the housing choices available to people with dementia 181 
and the design issues associated with these, this paper focuses on three particular, but 182 
LQWHUFRQQHFWHGDVSHFWVRISDUWLFLSDQWV¶H[SHULHQFHVRIFDUHKRPHV7KHVHDUHWKHOHYHORIFDUH183 
required by a resident, the atmosphere of a home and the design quality of a care home (Figure 184 
1). 185 
 186 
Figure 1: Core themes associated with housing choices available to people with dementia and 187 
care home design issues 188 
 189 
 190 
 191 
 192 
 193 
 194 
 195 
Level of care required  196 
Participants stated that residents made the decision to move to a care home for a variety of 197 
reasons including a need for extra support, safety concerns, health challenges and an inability to 198 
cope at home. It was acknowledged that people moved to care homes out of necessity and that 199 
very few people viewed it as a positive lifestyle choice.  In many cases the decision to move was 200 
reached by social workers, family members or hospital staff. Participants maintained that despite 201 
the help of community support teams, residents with dementia came to a stage where they found 202 
it too challenging to cope at home. Therefore occupants needed the extra support that a care 203 
home afforded them: 204 
³,WKLQN«SHRSOHPRYHKHUHEHFDXVH«WKH\DUHQRWDEOHWRPDQDJHWKHPVHOYHV205 
independently or their relatives are sort RI«VWUXJJOLQJWRFRSHZLWKWKHLUQHHGV,WKLQND206 
ORWRIWKHWLPH«LW¶V«WKHODVWUHVRUWIRUPDQ\SHRSOH´ (Participant K).  207 
Some participants noted that people who had dementia required extra care and care homes 208 
afforded provision of 24 hour support and expertise which they may not receive at home. In 209 
WHUPVRIVDIHW\PDQ\SDUWLFLSDQWVFRPPHQWHGWKDWUHVLGHQWVFDQ³ZDQGHU´1 due to dementia. 210 
THIS IS THE PULL-OUT QUOTE. This is the pull-out quote: IN LIGHT OF THIS, CARE 211 
HOMES WERE VIEWED AS SAFE ENVIRONMENTS BY RESIDENTS BOTH IN TERMS 212 
OF LAYOUT, DESIGN OF BUILDINGS AND ALSO DUE TO THE PROFESSIONAL CARE 213 
OFFERED BY STAFF. When selecting a residential care home, occupants considered the safety 214 
aspects of the home: 215 
³7KH\WKHQORRNIRU«D«VDIHHQYLURQPHQWVRWKDWWKe initial safety will be secured, they 216 
FDQQRWMXVWZDONRXWRIWKHGRRU´ (Participant B). 217 
Others believed that the building design was fundamental to maintaining safety in care homes as 218 
residents required an environment protecting them from injury, yet allowing them to feel safe 219 
ZKLOHPDLQWDLQLQJWKHLUPRELOLW\7KHFKRLFHRIKRPHZDVEDVHGRQWKHLQGLYLGXDO¶VUHTXLUHG220 
level of care for example different residents required various equipment items, many had lived in 221 
a care home before while others had not and others had multiple impairments. Various occupants 222 
                                                 
1
 ³:DQGHULQJRUH[SORULQJLVDWHUPWKDWUHIHUVWRDW\SHRISHUVLVWHQWZDONLQJEHKDYLRXUWKDWPD\RFFXU as a result 
RIGHPHQWLD,WPD\DSSHDUWREHDLPOHVVEXWWKHSHUVRQZLWKGHPHQWLDPD\EHZDONLQJZLWKDSXUSRVH´ 
had different levels of dementia and many participants commented that residents elected to live 223 
in homes with individual or personalized care plans: 224 
³:HRIIHUSHUVRQ-centered care by meeting the needs of individual residents based on 225 
WKHLUOLIHKLVWRU\DQGWKHLQIRUPDWLRQZHJDWKHUDERXWWKHP´ (Participant U).  226 
Care plans were developed through consultation with family members, doctors or friends. Plans 227 
were sometimes altered and reassessed according to oFFXSDQWV¶FKDQJLQJQHHGV6RPH228 
participants stated that the care homes in which they worked had rooms of varying sizes and 229 
GpFRUWRVXLWDGLYHUVHUDQJHRIUHVLGHQWV$SSOLFDQW¶VEDFNJURXQGDVZHOODVPHQWDODQGSK\VLFDO230 
needs are assessed before making an offer to them. The choice of home was also based on 231 
selection criteria for example care homes had exclusion and inclusion criteria that were based on 232 
the level of care required by the future occupant. Participants said that residents checked for 233 
specific facilities provided, for instance physiotherapy rooms, when selecting a home. They also 234 
considered the level of communication between residents and care home staff:  235 
³:HWDNHWKHOHDGIURPWKHPOLVWHQWRWKHPDQGDGGUHVVWKHLUFRPPHQWV7KH\VFUXWLQLze 236 
the person-care plan. If they feel that there is something missing generally in our care 237 
SODQZHDGGUHVVDQGUHSRUWEDFNWRWKHP´ (Participant N). 238 
+RZHYHUPRVWSDUWLFLSDQWVGLGQRWSURGXFHDXGLWVLQWKHZRUNSODFH$QLQKDELWDQWV¶EDFNJURXQG239 
influenced their selection for instance if a home related to their birthplace or met with their 240 
LQGLYLGXDOWDVWH&DUHZRUNHUVWULHGWRJHWDKLVWRU\RIWKHRFFXSDQW¶VSUHYLRXVOLIHVW\OHDQGUHODWH241 
it to their new environment. If someone was interested in gardening then they chose homes with 242 
a garden and staff encouraged them to participate in activities in the garden.  243 
Leaving design considerations aside, participants asserted that staffing influenced future 244 
RFFXSDQWV¶FKRLFHRIFDUHKRPH7KH\EHOLHYHGWKDWZRUNLQJLQD care home was a vocation and 245 
that staff should be sympathetic and caring towards residents. They required an understanding of 246 
the effects of dementia: ³\RXFDQ¶WWUDLQVRPHERG\WRORYHDQGFDUH´ (Participant D). 247 
Participants discussed the importance of a balanced staff to occupant ratio for safety of residents. 248 
Existing homes had staff to resident ratios of 1:3 or 1:5. Experience and training received by 249 
staff were also important considerations. Many participants were involved in internal and 250 
external training:  This also incorporated learning about communication to improve the level of 251 
care in a home. Participants noted that residents had the opportunity to choose homes where 252 
National Vocational Qualification (NVQ) training and Continuing Professional Development 253 
(CPD) training took place. One participant had put a personalized training scheme in place that 254 
ZDVDGDSWHGWRPHHWUHVLGHQW¶VQHHGV7KHUHZDVDQRYHUULGLQJUHTXLUHPHQWIRUVXLWDEOHVWDIIWR255 
meet the care needs of occupants:  256 
³:KDWLVWKHXVHRIDdapted buildings if you have not got the staff to look after dementia 257 
UHVLGHQWV"<RXPXVWWUHDWWKHPDQGKDYHDSDVVLRQIRUWKHGHPHQWLD´ (Participant F).  258 
Participants stated that the choice of homes was based on both the building design and the 259 
quality of staff available. A well-designed building was ineffective alone without appropriate 260 
staffing.  Participants reported that residents sometimes moved to more specialized homes as 261 
their dementia symptoms increased and some homes catered for some or all stages of dementia. 262 
In line with this, one participant changed the registration of their care home to meet dementia 263 
needs. Other participants mentioned homes that employed dementia strategies for occupants to 264 
choose from and many used diary sheets to keep tracNRIDUHVLGHQW¶VQHHGV+RZHYHUDQRWKHU265 
participant felt that there was little choice for couples who wished to live together in a care 266 
home: 267 
³1HZKRPHVDUHEXLOWWRKDYHMXVWRQHSHUVRQLQDURRP6RZKDWKDSSHQVZKHQ\RXJHW268 
a married couple...You haveQ¶WHYHQJRWDFKRLFH´ (Participant P).  269 
$OORIWKHVHIDFWRUVLPSDFWHGXSRQIXWXUHUHVLGHQWV¶FKRLFHRIFDUHKRPHV\HWLWDSSHDUHGIURP270 
interview analysis that a variety of choice was available for future tenants, however in many 271 
cases, their selection depended on the level of care they required and their individual preferences. 272 
Figure 2 below summarizes the subthemes associated with level of care required.  273 
Figure 2: Bubble Diagram depicting level of care required 274 
 275 
Atmosphere 276 
A common issue facing housing choice was the atmosphere perceived by residents in care 277 
homes. THIS IS THE PULL-OUT QUOTE. This is the pull-out quote: PARTICIPANTS 278 
STATED THAT OCCUPANTS WISHED TO LIVE IN HOMELY ENVIRONMENTS. IT 279 
WAS IMPORTANT THAT DESIGNERS ENSURED THAT CARE HOMES ARE 280 
PERSONALIZ('72+(/37+(072µ)((/$7+20(¶ 281 
³)URPDFRPIRUWSRLQWRIYLHZLWKDVWRIHHODQGEHOLNHDKRPHZKHUHROGHUSHRSOHIHHO282 
IDPLOLDUZLWK´ (Participant A). 283 
Participants encouraged family members and residents to bring familiar objects to the home such 284 
as flowers, pictures and ornaments and some residents brought their own furniture to enhance the 285 
bedroom. They decorated public areas and planted flowers outside to make residents feel 286 
welcome. Participants noted that occupants had the choice between purpose built and pre-287 
existing homes. There was a feeling amongst some participants that newer homes had a more 288 
clinical feeling than older buildings. When choosing a color scheme, warm colors were selected 289 
and there was an attempt to use furniture and fittings that were found in a home environment. 290 
There was a sense that the design of a home could have a positive effect on both staff and 291 
residents:  292 
³7KHGHVLJQGRHVPDWWHUIRUFDUHUVDQGGHPHQWLDUHVLGHQWV,WUDLVHVVWDIIPRUDOH293 
because people enjoy coming to work because of the environment is friendly, homely and 294 
FRPIRUWDEOH7KDWKDSSLQHVVDOVRDIIHFWVWKHUHVLGHQWV´ (Participant K). 295 
Other participants stated that their care homes had a holiday atmosphere as the bedrooms were 296 
decorated similarly to a KRWHO2YHUDOOWKHFDUHKRPHV¶VWDIIDLPHGWRDYRLGFOLQLFDOGHFRUWR297 
maximizHUHVLGHQWV¶FRPIRUWDVWKHGHVLJQRIWKHEXLOWHQYLURQPHQWFRXOGUHGXFHWKHVWUHVV298 
experienced by people residents with dementia. Participants aimed to provide relaxation and 299 
happiness to residents. One participant believed that care homes should offer residents the 300 
opportunity to choose their own bedroom. Bedrooms were nonetheless laid out to suit the 301 
individual. Some occupants felt more comfortable in smaller bedrooms yet others preferred 302 
larger bedrooms or did not spend much time there. Participants contended that residents chose 303 
homes in areas that were familiar to them: ³VWD\LQJLQDQDUHDWKDWWKH\DUHIDPLOLDUZLWKVRWKDW304 
FDUHDVVLVWDQWVFDQKHOSWKHPZKHQJRLQJWRVKRSV´ (Participant T). Participants felt that good 305 
aesthetics encouraged future residents to choose particular homes as their first impression related 306 
to homes decor which acted as a marketing tool. The decor in one home mirrored the culture of 307 
the residents: 308 
³:e have assorted appliances like African bathrooms, London bathrooms and French 309 
EDWKURRPVWKDWEULQJKRPHPHPRULHVWRUHVLGHQWV´ (Participant K). 310 
Participants revealed that different areas of the homes had different atmospheres. They facilitated 311 
people who liked to withdraw to tranquil, relaxing spaces by providing them with relaxation 312 
rooms and quiet sitting areas. They also provided private meeting rooms for families and sensory 313 
rooms. This was not the case with all homes but they sought to include these spaces in their 314 
layouts. The quiet rooms were in contrast to the lounge and dining areas that were included to 315 
encourage interaction between residents. Participants expressed the issues relating to perceived 316 
challenging behaviors which may present and the need to ensure this did not affect other 317 
occupants. This usually involves them identifying the cause or root  of why residents are 318 
agitated/anxious/waking up in the middle of the night, and in response to this staff may facilitate 319 
something they want to do (go a short walk-related to their past employment, e.g. security 320 
guard). It was also noted that residents had the choice of staying in quiet areas or accessing 321 
activities in more public areas. They tried to instil a sense of community by expanding the 322 
numbers of lounge areas and organizing group activities such as tea parties, painting, music or 323 
games which also helped to prevent loneliness or isolation. Figure 3 below highlights the themes 324 
associated with the atmosphere of care homes. 325 
 326 
Figure 3: Bubble Diagram depicting atmosphere 327 
 328 
 329 
Design quality 330 
Aside from the emotional aspects in choosing available housing, participants also discussed 331 
design issues associated with them. In terms of design quality key areas highlighted were 332 
wayfinding strategies, maintaining control, space, purpose built homes, lighting, color, and 333 
facilities.  They also described negative housing choices available. They acknowledged that the 334 
design of the built environment had an impact on the behavior of residents as it could either 335 
trigger or remove anti-social behavior. Furthermore, it was important to prevent residents from 336 
losing their way which was achieved through signage, pictures and the use of color: 337 
³'RRUVLJQVSKRWRJUDSKVFRORr blinds on the floor and walls to follow, our bathroom 338 
doors have door frames painted in red to identify bathrooms, different seat colors, 339 
flooring etc.´(Participant J). 340 
Participants used landmarks and images on the walls to help occupants to find their rooms and 341 
images used were often personal to the residents. All participants reported the importance of 342 
PRQLWRULQJUHVLGHQWVDQGWKHOD\RXWRIDEXLOGLQJ¶VGHVLJQQHHGHGWRUHVSRQGWRWKLV:KLOHPDQ\343 
participants used locks on doors to control the movement of occupants, it was more appropriate 344 
to design layouts where staff were able to monitor residents from their work stations:  345 
³,I\RXKDYHDZRUNVWDWLRQRQWKHJURXQGIORRU\RXZLOOVHHDOOWKHURRPVWKLVZRXOG346 
KHOSWRUHGXFHWKHULVNWRWKHSDWLHQWV´ (Participant F).  347 
One participant stated that there were areas in their home that were difficult to observe: ³7KHUH348 
DUHWKUHHDUHDVZKHUHWKH\FDQFRPHGRZQZLWKRXWDQ\ERG\VHHLQJWKHP´(Participant L). Yet 349 
other designs enabled staff to observe residents with ease and Participant M stated that their 350 
design incorporated a wander path.  351 
Participants determined that space was an important design issue in the choice of care homes and 352 
it was necessary to design rooms that accommodated equipment for handling purposes. One 353 
participant commented that, although rooms were built to meet the requirements of legislation, 354 
many were too small to accommodate equipment. Large spaces were required to allow residents 355 
freedom of movement, yet they would be less likely to get lost in smaller spaces. In some homes 356 
bedrooms were extended to incorporate wet rooms and participants were satisfied with the 357 
results. However Participant P believed that en-suites were awkward as some residents were 358 
confused and thought that the toilet contained drinking water. Many participants wished to 359 
improve the corridor spaces in their care homes as they felt that they were often too long, and 360 
narrow and residents experienced difficulty when maneuvering in them. Whilst Participant K 361 
was satisfied that their home was spacious, they acknowledged that large spaces were confusing 362 
at times for dementia residents:  363 
³,WLVDELJEXLOGLQJDQGFRXOGEHFRQIXVLQJ%XW,WKLQN,DPTXLWHKDSS\ZLWKWKH364 
design, its lounge is quite spacious, there is room for people to walk in the large garden, 365 
go outside, fORRUOHYHODQ\WLPH´ (Participant K).  366 
Whilst many of the participants preferred to work in purpose built properties, many of the care 367 
KRPHVZHUHFRQYHUWHGRUDGDSWHGWRPHHWUHVLGHQWV¶QHHGV7KH\FRPSDUHGWKHPHULWVRISXUSRVH368 
built properties to older homes:  369 
³,WLVYHU\GLIILFXOWIRUWKLQJVDOUHDG\EXLOWEXWLQQHZPRGHUQEXLOGLQJVHYHU\WKLQJVKRXOG370 
be taken into consideration...Purpose built buildings will enable the architect to be more 371 
PLQGIXORIGHVLJQUHTXLUHPHQWV´ (Participant G). 372 
In the case of existing buildings, some participants were dissatisfied with the original designs 373 
and built extensions to improve the homes. There was a sense that purpose built homes were 374 
more likely to locate all the accommodation at ground floor level to prevent falls. Nonetheless 375 
older homes had a greater variety of room sizes and may have felt more homely.  376 
The use of lighting and color in the home was highlighted and some participants were aware of 377 
past studies carried out in these areas. Participants updated existing homes by installing bright 378 
lights and using indicative color schemes. For instance, some homes used color palettes where 379 
doors were assigned colors according to the function of the room and this helped the residents to 380 
identify rooms. Some participants felt that the color of the flooring in their homes should change 381 
from patterned carpets to a plain and less confusing surface and others maintained that the choice 382 
of colors had an impact upon the behavior of occupants. 383 
THIS IS THE PULL-OUT QUOTE. This is the pull-out quote: IN TERMS OF FACILITIES 384 
PARTICIPANTS DISCUSSED THE USE OF SENSORY ROOMS AS THERAPY FOR 385 
ANXIOUS OR AGITATED RESIDENTS. THEY ALSO FAVORED THE INCORPORATION 386 
OF GARDEN SPACES IN CARE HOME DESIGNS AND VIEWED THEM AS ENCLOSED 387 
SAFE AREAS WHERE RESIDENTS COULD RELAX. In particular participants endorsed the 388 
design of sensory gardens in care homes:  389 
³6HQVRU\JDUGHQVDUHLQFUHGLEOHDQGSURYLGHWKHUHVLGHQWVZLWKDFFHVVWRZDONDURXQG390 
IRUDERXWWRPLQXWHVZLWKVRPHWKLQJWRORRNDW,W¶VFDOPLQJDQGHQWHUWDLQLQJ´ 391 
(Participant H). 392 
Some homes were designed around bright, colorful and safe gardens and Participant U noted that 393 
their home included hair dressing, pub and cafe facilities to help residents to feel comfortable. 394 
The use of technology was important for another participant in ensuring that residents were safe 395 
and they installed sensors to monitor residents who are prone to getting up at night. It was 396 
important to ensure that facilities were fully accessible and some participants working in existing 397 
homes highlighted the stairs in their facility as a potential hazard. Some participants did not cater 398 
for occupants who used large four wheel chairs whereas other participants asserted that the 399 
shower facilities and en-suites were fully accessible in their homes.  Furthermore, in some 400 
homes, people with dementia were accommodated on the ground floor and lifts were installed. 401 
Participants described negative aspects of housing choices available and some participants were 402 
forced to use locks to restrict the movement of residents. Designing homes which consider 403 
monitoring would reduce this problem: ³%XWDWWKHPRPHQWSHRSOHDUHORFNHGLQDQG\RXWHOO404 
WKHPWKDWWKH\FDQ¶Wleave, it affects their behavioU´ (Participant G). Some participants felt that 405 
there was limited availability of dementia accommodation for people under 65 and a need for a 406 
greater number of dementia care homes in the [location hidden for peer review] area. Many of 407 
the care homes were limited in terms of space with narrow corridors and one participant said that 408 
they would like to make their garden more dementia friendly. Participants maintained that many 409 
homes were decorated in a clinical or institutional way. Not all homes had rooms with a variety 410 
of shapes and sizes. Variety was important to cater for a range of needs. It was challenging for 411 
homes to keep up to date with new trends or legislation and to adapt their homes accordingly. 412 
When construction work was taking place, it had the effect of confusing or upsetting some of the 413 
residents. Cost was a concern as smaller care homes sometimes struggled to fund building 414 
projects and also had to compete with consortium homes. It appeared also that smaller homes 415 
were more focused on customer care than profit. Figure 4 below highlights the themes associated 416 
with the design quality of care-homes.  417 
418 
Figure 4: Bubble Diagram depicting design quality 419 
 420 
4. Discussion and Conclusion 421 
2QHRIWKHELJJHVWFKDOOHQJHVIDFLQJROGHUSHRSOH¶VZLVKWRDJHLQSODFHLVWKHFDSDELOLW\RIWKHLU422 
domestic environment to offer independence, accessibility and social connectivity. This is even 423 
more challenging for people with dementia who continue to live at home given the risks of self-424 
harm and getting lost. Hence more imaginative and inclusive forms of collective housing are 425 
needed. If this is not achieved in the short term then a substantial number of older people with 426 
dementia will be forced to move to nursing homes. For people with dementia a move to a new 427 
environment is often a stressful experience that causes shock, withdrawal and anger.  428 
Hence the design of the physical environment is important and can enhance behavioral, cognitive 429 
and comfort issues of people with dementia. Adapting home environments is therefore important 430 
to support the development of evidence based design solutions. There is no doubt nowadays that 431 
the design of the home environment has the potential to contribute to the wellbeing and 432 
functionality of people with dementia.  433 
These issues were explored through semi-structured interviews with 22 managers of care homes 434 
in [location hidden for peer review] in order to explore design and housing choices issues for 435 
people with dementia. Findings suggest that there are three interconnected themes emerging 436 
from participants experience of managing a care home where some residents have dementia. 437 
These themes are concerned with the level of care required by the resident, the atmosphere of a 438 
home and the design quality of the care home. The level of care required was the main reason 439 
behind the move to a care home, this includes the need for extra support, health and safety 440 
concerns, and inability to cope alone at home. Ultimately the move to a care home is out of 441 
necessity and it is not viewed as a positive lifestyle choice. Care homes offer safe and caring 442 
environments where residents can be safe and mobile. Personalized care plans also contribute to 443 
a better fit between the person with dementia and the service and environment provided by the 444 
care home. Training of carers emerged as an important aspect necessary to meet the care needs 445 
of residents.  446 
7KHDWPRVSKHUHSURYLGHGE\WKHFDUHKRPHZDVDQRWKHULPSRUWDQWWKHPH5HVLGHQWV¶SHUFHSWLRQ447 
of this has to some extent guided the design, refurbishment and use of spaces in care homes. For 448 
example the domestic character of the home, the display of familiar objects, accessible gardens, 449 
quiet areas, and the use of warm colors.  450 
Design quality of the care home is also an important factor likely to improve the general 451 
wellbeing of residents. Wayfinding cues, efficient lighting and color schemes for example are 452 
key aspects that can improve the way people with dementia use the physical environment. This 453 
can effectively reduce the risk of anti-social behavior and getting lost. Participants acknowledge 454 
that space design is an important factor in the choice of a care home. Facilities such as sensory 455 
rooms and sensory gardens are key elements of a dementia friendly home or an enabling 456 
environment. Some homes needed to be more inclusive in terms of mobility for wheelchair users 457 
while others had dangerous stairs. Locating residents with dementia on the ground floor seems a 458 
sensible measure to avoid accidents. Additionally, some homes installed sensors to monitor 459 
residents movements at night.  460 
 461 
Implications for Practice: 462 
It emerged thus from this study that a combination of : 463 
x an appropriate level of care,  464 
x a good atmosphere, and  465 
x design quality within the care home, 466 
are elements that lead to a more enabling environment.  467 
Design on its own will not lead to successful caring environment unless appropriate care is 468 
available and a positive therapeutic and domestic looking environment is also available and 469 
accessible to people with dementia.   470 
